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KUWAIT: International Organization for
Migration (IOM) concluded, in conjunc-
tion with the Ministry of Interior, a five-
day training course for ministry officials
on dealing with human trafficking, an
IOM official said on Thursday.

The IOM seeks to exert all efforts at

training Kuwaiti personnel to become
conversant to the optimum degree with
the appropriate means in fighting
human trafficking, said Iman Eraikat,
chief of IOM office in Kuwait, in a speech
wrapping up the course.

She indicated that the organization

has been working closely with the min-
istry on no less than 11 activities, among
them forums, training courses, and field
trips with the view of spotlighting issues
that are important to Kuwait and the
world, such as human rights and human
trafficking. Major General Anwar Al-

Barjas, Director General for Training at
the ministry, urged those who attended
the five-day course to apply what they
have learned out in the field and to relay
their expertise from the course to their
colleagues who have not attended the
training course. —  KUNA 

MoI, IOM conclude human trafficking training course

KUWAIT: As the world marked Labor
Day or ‘May Day’ yesterday, the Director
General of the International Labor
Organization Guy Ryder called for dia-
logue among social partners-govern-
ments, employers and laborers-to find
fair solutions for labor market problems.

“In these difficult times... with politi-
cal turbulence and economic problems
around the world, it is more than ever
important that governments, employers
and workers join together not as oppo-
nents, not as enemies but as partners,”
the ILO chief said in an interview with
KUNA and Kuwait TV. “To firstly try to
produce jobs and try to agree policies
that will include people, young people
particularly in the world of work, give
them the chance for decent job, and
secondly to find ways of talking togeth-
er to find solutions which are fair.”

He underscored that social dialogue
should not result in a winner and a loser.
“We need to try to find agreed solutions
whereby everybody feels they come out
with advantages and our countries as a
whole advance,” Ryder said.

Ryder congratulated world laborers
on their day, stressing the need to mark
that important day and to highly recog-
nize the importance of work in societies.
“We have no future except with the peo-
ple working in producing the wealth
upon which our future welfare
depends,” he said.

The ILO chief said that despite some
positive developments in the past year,
the labor world still awaits multiple chal-
lenges in the coming year due to the
slow economic recovery and the
tremendously high unemployment
rates. He called for offering more care

for the worst off on labor markets such
as domestic, migrant, rural or informal,
and young workers. He urged a special
attention to women who are often
either excluded from or disadvantaged
in labor market.

“I really think that as we try to reduce
the unemployment figures generally, we
need to give a particular attention to
these disadvantaged workers and
young people,” Ryder told KUNA. “This
biggest threat to our societies ... (is) not
being able to offer a decent future and
that means a decent job to young peo-
ple. So I hope we will focus on these
issues in the year to come.”

Promising opportunities
Ryder, however, believes that the

labor world now has many promising

opportunities to overcome challenges
and achieve goals benefitting the labor
market. “We have more technical capac-
ity to meet human needs, to get rid of
poverty, to get rid of diseases. We have
tremendous productive potential. We
just have to organize our societies and
our thinking to take advantage of these
opportunities,” he said.

As for the upcoming ILO annual con-
ference, to be held in Geneva in June,
Ryder stated that the meeting will bring
together representatives of workers,
employers and governments of 185
countries. He unveiled that the confer-
ence’s agenda features three main
items: small and medium sized enter-
prises, formalization of informal
economies and labor protection. He
added the conference will also tackle
the climate change and its impact on
employment.

“We have to find a way - and it is per-
fectly possible - to reconcile the goals of
combating climate change and making
sure that people have jobs to go to and
have economic growth to produce bet-
ter living,” he said.

May Day is a celebration of the inter-
national labor movement around the
world. It commonly sees organized
street demonstrations and marches by
working people and their unions
throughout most of the world. It is a
national holiday in more than 80 coun-
tries and is celebrated unofficially in
many other countries. It is the commem-
oration of the 1886 Haymarket Massacre
in Chicago, when Chicago police fired
on workers during a general strike for
the eight hour workday, killing several
demonstrators. — KUNA
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RIYADH: The GCC foreign ministers have
lauded the outcomes of the Saudi-led
Operation Decisive Storm and the launch-
ing of the Operation Restoration of Hope in
response to the Yemeni leadership’s call for
protecting the constitutional legitimacy.

The Gulf campaign came in line with
the Gulf Initiative and its Executive
Mechanism, National Dialogue and rele-
vant UN Security Council (UNSC) resolu-
tions, GCC Secretary-General Abdullatif Al-
Zayani said in a press statement following
the meeting of the GCC foreign ministers
Thursday.

He quoted the foreign ministers as wel-
coming the recent appointment of Khalid
Bahah as Yemeni vice-president, and reaf-
firming fervent efforts by the Yemeni legiti-
mate government to hold a national con-
ference under the GCC umbrella in Riyadh,

with all Yemeni rivals attending.
The ministers also reiterated support for

urgent measures by the Yemeni govern-
ment to handle the serious humanitarian
situation in Yemen, which is the result of
irresponsible practices by Houthi militias,
he said. In this context, the GCC chief
appreciated humanitarian aid extended by
Saudi Arabia and other GCC member states
to alleviate the humanitarian situation in
Yemen. The GCC foreign ministers lauded
the recent UNSC Resolution 2216 on
Yemen, and called for fully putting it in
place in order to restore security and stabil-
ity in Yemen, Zayani added.

On Iran’s nuclear program, the ministers
emphasized that the recent nuclear frame-
work agreement concluded by Iran and
P5+1 would lead to a final agreement that
could contribute to the promotion of secu-

rity and stability in the entire region by
ensuring a peaceful nuclear program and
putting it under the full IAEA oversight,
Zayani said.

On April 2, Iran and six major powers
reached a framework deal in which Iran
agreed to reduce its nuclear program, and
in return, the US and five other powers
agreed to lift certain sanctions imposed on
Tehran. Iran and the six major powers,
namely, the US, Britain, France, Russia,
China and Germany, have set June 30 as
the deadline for a final deal.

The GCC foreign ministers finally wel-
comed the recent reshuffle in Saudi Arabia
and congratulated new officials. First
Deputy Prime Minister and Foreign
Minister Sheikh Sabah Al-Khaled Al-Hamad
Al-Sabah led the Kuwaiti delegation that
participated in the meeting. — KUNA

Envoy confirms citizen’s

death in Casablanca

KUWAIT: A Kuwaiti businessman was found dead at his
home near Casablanca, Kuwait Ambassador to Morocco
Shamlan Al-Romi said Thursday.

“The victim, identified as Adel Al-Falah, in his 40s, was
killed two days ago in an apparent act of robbery and the
Moroccan law-enforcers managed within 24 hours, to
arrest the suspected robber,” Ambassador Romi told
KUNA. The suspect was found to be a former guard of the
victim’s villa; the police found with him some cash and
personal belongings of the victim, he said. The incident
took place in Busekkoreh town, near Casablanca, the
ambassador noted.

“Upon receiving notification of the incident from the
local police, the Embassy in Rabat designated two officials
of the consulate in Casablanca - Mishari Al-Mutairi and
Naif Al-Mutairi, to go to the venue of the incident and
oversee the developments. Arrangements for sending the
victim’s body back home will complete tonight,” the
ambassador added, voicing condolences to the family of
the victim. — KUNA

GCC FMs hail Saudi-led campaign in Yemen

NEW YORK: Kuwait Permanent Representative to the UN
Mansour Ayyad Al-Otaibi reaffirmed Kuwait’s unshaken commit-
ment to the outcomes of conferences on nuclear non-prolifera-
tion and disarmament.

Delivering his country’s statement to the 2015 Review
Conference of the Parties to the Treaty on the Non-Proliferation
of Nuclear Weapons (NPT) on Thursday, Ambassador Otaibi said
Kuwait believes in the central role of the NPT in promoting inter-
national peace and security. Kuwait attaches great importance to
the efforts meant to realize the objectives of the NPT and ensure
peaceful use of nuclear energy, he stressed.

The current conference coincides with delicate conditions
with the focus being place, unlike the last session five years ago,
on the viability of the denuclearization efforts rather than the
best ways to do so, Otaibi said.

He urged the nuclear powers to double efforts to reduce their
arsenals in keeping with their respective commitments to the rel-
evant bilateral and multi-lateral accords, as a prelude to ridding
the world of these serious weapons of mass destruction. The
nuclear powers must, in the meantime, give the non-nuclear
countries sufficient assurances that they will not use or threaten
to use their nuclear powers against the latter pursuant to the NPT
provisions, he said.

Iran’s nuclear program
In this connection, Kuwait welcomes the Joint Comprehensive

Plan of Action (JCPOA), reached in Lausanne, Switzerland, in early
April by Iran and the P5+1 regarding Iran’s nuclear program,
ambassador Otaibi went on. Kuwait calls on Iran to cooperate in a
more transparent way with the International Atomic Energy
Agency (IAEA) with a view to applying the nuclear safeguards
and removing ambiguity shrouding its nuclear program. Kuwait,
as well as other countries of the Gulf region, hopes that the
framework JCPOA will lead to a final agreement between Iran
and the P5+1 by June 30, 2015, he added.

The Review Conference, being held between April 27 and May
22, at the UN headquarters under the chairmanship of
Ambassador Taous Feroukhi, of Algeria, aims to consider, inter
alia, the universality of the NPT, the nuclear disarmament and
non-proliferation, strengthening the nuclear safeguards, and
measures to advance the peaceful use of nuclear energy.

The NPT is a landmark international treaty whose objective is
to prevent the spread of nuclear weapons and weapons technol-
ogy, to promote cooperation in the peaceful uses of nuclear
energy and to further the goal of achieving nuclear disarmament
and general and complete disarmament. — KUNA
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